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Before use, clean tube with alcohol wipe and/or
gauze
NOT PROVIDONE—IODINE

6. Twist the ends of the blue securing strap 180 degrees
around each other to reduce/eliminate any slipping on
the tube. (Do not tie a knot)

1. Place the white neckband behind the patient's neck ensuring
tabs are facing outwards close to the corners of the mouth.
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7. Fasten the end sections of the blue securing straps
onto the white velcro tabs attached to the neckband
ensuring sufficient tension to stabilise the tube.

2. For fitting of patients neck size the neckband can be adjusted
by removing the double sided Velcro tab, folding excess material
underneath and refixing the velcro tab in the correct position.
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3. Make sure the tube is cleaned with an appropriate wipe and
when dry, remove adhesive hook tab from the blue securing strap.
Peel off paper backing and adhere around the top of the
endotracheal tube at the lip/teeth line.
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8. The tautness can be adjusted by lifting the double
sided velcro tabs while keeping the blue strap ends
attached and relocating to tighten the strap and ensure
security of the tube.
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4. Centralise the blue securing strap on top of the tube, covering
the adhesive hook tab using the wider central section of the blue
strap.

9. It is recommended these tabs are checked for
secureness after being repositioned. Once secured, the
blue securing strap should only be removed from the
velcro tabs when they are being replaced. New blue
strap can then be attached.
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5. Wrap both sides of the blue securing straps around the tube for
a complete rotation, crossing at the top. Ensure the adhesive hook
tab is completely covered.
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10. Replace blue securing strap when wet or soiled, with spare strap provided. Replace
white neckband when required.
Upon removal of the tube holder, please ensure that all three parts of the holder are
removed safely, accounted for and disposed of in the correct manner.
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